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PROGRAM
structured around The Cries of Melbourne / TIM DARGAVILLE: One day, five silences

ANONYMOUS: The Mass of Tournai / Ite missa est / Se grasse / Cum venerint
The Cries of Melbourne / CAERWEN MARTIN: The Walk
ROLAND ORZABAL arr. ANTONY PITTS: Mad World I

ROBERT WHITE: Lamentations (a5) / Heth
The Cries of Melbourne / SAMANTHA WOLF: Northcote Auctions
ANONYMOUS – MONTPELLIER CODEX: On parole de batre / A Paris soir et matin / Frese nouvele

TIM HANSEN: Howls of the House / Press Gallery Anthem
ROLAND ORZABAL arr. ANTONY PITTS: Mad World II
The Cries of Melbourne / KATY ABBOTT KVASNICA: And It’s Like
BEN OAKLAND / MILTON DRAKE arr. KIRBY SHAW: Java Jive
ANONYMOUS – THE CATCH CLUB, 1762: Joy in the Gates

ADAM DE LA HALLE: Hareu (rondeau 3)
ANTONY PITTS: Lamentations V

The Cries of Melbourne / JAKOB BRAGG: La Trobe Reading Room
PAULINE OLIVEROS: Sound Patterns
ROLAND ORZABAL arr. ANTONY PITTS: Mad World III

interspersed with The Cries of Melbourne / ELLIOTT GYGER: Station Announcements

GO INTO THE CITY!
Presented by Melbourne Recital Centre & 

The Song Company  

Thursday 19 May 6pm, Salon
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS
The Song Company is Australia’s leading vocal ensemble, singing music of all times and places. Since 
the dawn of history, the human voice and the act of singing have been intrinsically linked with storytelling 
and the acquisition of culture. The Song Company belongs to a continent whose first peoples used 
songlines and vocal music to pass knowledge and culture from generation to generation.  We are proud 
to continue that tradition, in our own way, sharing music from across western and non-western art 
traditions from the 12th century to contemporary works. 

THE SONG COMPANY



PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

ABOUT THE MUSIC
The history of composed “cries” stretches back to Clément Janequin’s Cris de Paris in the first half of 
the 16th century, and since then, Orlando Gibbons’ depiction of the street cries of London; in the 1970s 
Luciano Berio continued the tradition with his own London cries, originally written for the King’s Singers 
and reworked for the Swingle Singers. In this immersive virtual cityscape built up around the world 
première of The Cries of Melbourne – a crowd-composed work in collaboration with the Composition 
Program at Melbourne’s Conservatorium of Music – The Song Company dig down even earlier to a 
Parisian strawberry-seller in the 13th-century Montpellier Codex, and layer the brand new metropolitan 
textures with fragments of passion, parody, riot and ruin from Paris, Tournai, Canberra, and London.

The Cries of Melbourne explores the different ways that the human voice is heard – or not heard – in a 
modern Western city, using a handful of recorded sound-bites and text fragments from Melbourne’s 
streets. In an urban soundscape dominated by technology, the individual voice is often hushed or 
drowned out in public spaces, although it may be overheard in settings such as a library or a café.  
Public announcements in places such as railway stations co-opt and are transformed by technology, not 
only through amplification but also through the modular reassembly of brief pre-recorded fragments; 
the result is a strangely artificial mode of vocal utterance. The passion and exuberance of pre-industrial 
street cries perhaps lives on most clearly in the practice of real estate auctioneers – whose triumphant 
celebration of wealth and ownership contrasts starkly with the words of the homeless, often not spoken 
aloud at all but written on pieces of cardboard: the silent cries of the neediest residents of Melbourne.

Going into the city brings you close to many different worlds, some brash and in-your-face, others 
hidden down laneways, remnants of generations long gone. Whether it’s a commuter’s journey or an 
afternoon’s flaneuring, moments of unexpected beauty and meaning emerge from apparently random 
juxtapositions.  Starting from the steps of a cathedral where liturgy turns into lovesong (the end of The 
Mass of Tournai), Caerwen Martin’s The Walk begins our journey into the familiar faces and worn-out 
places of Tears for Fears’ hit song Mad World, via the auction house as re-imagined by Samantha Wolf, 
a satirical song from Hal Judge and Tim Hansen’s Howls of the House, and laments and lamentations 
from the 13th-century hunchback trouvère Adam de la Halle to today. It’s not just City noise around us, 
but also very different kinds of “silence”, as in Jakob Bragg’s evocation of the La Trobe Reading Room, 
leading us into the Oliveros classic, Sound Patterns. 

A note on environmental friendliness:
In an effort to commit to greener performances, programs are printed to share one between two people. If you 
would like to download additional copies of these program notes, please visit melbournerecital.com.au/programs
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